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THE RESOURCE GROUP is always looking for talented leaders who are able to integrate excellence with
stewardship. Achieving the optimal integration of excellence and stewardship is accomplished by managing
the end-to-end supply chain with a promise to listening first, contracting second and implementing always.
Baylor’s approach to education is also holistic and provides expanded opportunities for civic, spiritual
and physical development in addition to intellectual advancement. Baylor graduates are inspired
by mission of the shared idea that they can make a positive difference on the world around them.
At The Resource Group, I further the Baylor mission by improving the lives of the individuals and
communities where we provide healthcare. My education at Baylor played a significant role in
preparing me for the work I am engaged in at The Resource Group. Baylor instills a respect
and compassion for the dignity and diversity of life, cultivates integrity through the debate of

“

ethics, and imparts courageous innovation with humble wisdom. These are all values that
are essential to the continued success of Ascension and non-profit’s across the country.
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